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Abstract:- 

                             IoT may be an unfamiliar term to seniors but today’s smart homecare gateways are making a real 

difference in their ability to live alone while having the right care at hand. For example, ultrasound-based 

technology already used in hospitals to locate and track patients can also be deployed as a homecare solution to 

monitor a senior resident’s activity and detect falls. This battery-operated system is cost-effective, easy to install and 

requires only a wide area communication interface and the infrastructure to manage emergency calls. Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) combine to take this data and turn it into something meaningful for the user, or for the business. 

Hospitals, clinics, and medical and research institutes generate a large volume of data on a daily basis, which 

includes lab reports, imaging data, pathology reports, diagnostic reports, and drug information. Such data is 

expected to increase greatly in the next few years when people expand their use of smartphones, tablets.. 

Keyword:-  

1. Introduction  

The Internet of Things is a global technological opportunity of unprecedented proportions. The interconnectedness 

of devices, networks and people will facilitate the delivery of transformative products and services, as well as 

greater cost savings, productivity, and safety. This increased connectivity, however, also exposes new security 

threats. In this paper, we address the core opportunities and security issues the IoT presents, as well as a process to 

help organizations and Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) think about how to design and develop secure, 

effective solutions. 

2. Literature survey 

Building Blocks for Thing to Cloud Innovation -The IoT vision is to create opportunities to transform businesses, 

people’s lives, and the world in countless ways by enabling billions of systems across the globe to share and analyze 
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data over the cloud. With these capabilities, IoT solutions can improve medical outcomes, create better products 

faster, lower development cost, make shopping more enjoyable, or optimize energy generation and consumption. 

Moving forward, nearly every device will need built-in, secure, interconnected intelligence. Similarly, the 

supporting network and cloud infrastructure must be enhanced to better protect data, manage devices, and perform 

data analytics. 

 

                            Fig 1 Building Blocks for Thing to Cloud Innovation 

Mobile:smart phones, tablets, GPS systems, wearable’s,Home: security alarms, energy consumption monitors, 

lighting switches, thermostats Industrial:smart buildings, factory automation, energy ,grids, fleets 

3 Proposed methodology 

Today there are billions of things found in commercial and industrial settings, in the home, and in the hands of 

mobile users. Already, cars, device sensors, wearables, and mobile phones are connecting directly through 

broadband wireless networks and accessing the Internet. An IoT solution requires things to either be intelligent so 

they can filter and manage data locally, or connect to gateways that provide this functionality. IoT is the catch-all 

term used to describe machine-to-machine (M2M) connectivity, where sensors and hardware devices communicate 

with each other on their condition and whereabouts. but there is when machine-learning  IoT (Internet of things), AI 

is an intelligent technique that enables computers to mimic human behavior. Artificial Intelligence AI in healthcare 

uses algorithms and software analyzing of complex medical data to find the relationships between patient outcomes 

and prevention/treatment techniques. Machine learning (ML) is a subset of AI. It uses various statistical methods 

and algorithms, and enables a machine to improve with experience. Deep learning (DL) is subset of ML. It takes 

machine learning to the next level with multilayer neural network architecture 

 

4. Results And Discussion 

 IoT and large-scale data analysis, manufacturing IT continually improves product quality, cost, and the size of 

transistors in its processors. Within each factory, Manufacturing IT makes widespread use of sensors to monitor 

product quality with immediate feedback. These sensors better connect the tools  worldwide system of factories, 

providing the consistency and mobility that promote cost-effective manufacturing. However, using sensors 

significantly increases data volumes and data complexity over previous levels 
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5. Conclusion 

Just as the Internet of Things presents businesses in all industries  with opportunities for innovation, it also presents 

tremendous opportunities for developers of embedded systems and IoT solutions . Developers who can meet the 

demand for reliable, secure, and readily manageable IoT solutions, quickly and at a fair cost, are the ones who stand 

to benefit . Wind River IoT-optimized solutions, backed by industry-leading expertise in embedded technology, give 

developers the competitive edge needed to capitalize on opportunities in this rapidly growing market. 
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